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Abstract

Geology is a descriptive science making itself hard to provide quantification. We develop

a Bayesian forward simulation approach to formulate a realistic prior model for geologi-

cal images using the Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method. In other words,

our approach aims to select a set of representative images from a larger list of complex

geometrical objects and provide a probability distribution on it. This allows geologists

to start contributing their perspectives to the specification of a realistic prior model. We

examine the proposed ABC approach on an experimental Delta dataset and show that,

on the basis of selected representative images, the nature of the variability of the Delta

can be statistically reproduced by means of the IQSIM, a state-of-the-art multiple-point

geostatistical (MPS) simulation algorithm. The results demonstrate that the proposed ap-

proach may have a broader spectrum of application. In addition, two different choices

for the size of the prior, i.e., the number of representative images are compared and dis-

cussed.
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1

Introduction

Periods of unprecedented development and prosperity in the history of mankind result

from ways of using energy. Energy is a such significant component in our everyday lives.

The subsurface system offers many energy sources (Scheidt et al., 2018), such as geother-

mal heat and fossil fuels like natural gas and oil. However, with the distinct heterogenous

nature of the geological depositions, it makes exploring subsurface systems become a

high-risk field. Due to this inherent degree of uncertainty, making predictions in practical

applications such as, for example, groundwater management, contaminant remediation

and oil/gas production, turns out to be a challenge task. From the point of view adopted

here, Bayesian inference is the most effective approach for addressing questions of un-

certainty. In real field applications, lots of scholarly work tends to employ traditional

models such as multivariate Gaussian distributions or processes to model the geological

variability in the subsurface (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014). However, the geological vari-

ability is too complex to be captured by these well-known standard distributions, which

suggests these models may be unrealistic.

Bayesians theorize that inferential gains can be found by combining data with subject

matter expertise characterized by the concept of prior. Therefore, a common problem in
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geological sciences under a Bayesian framework is to formulate a realistic prior model.

The goal of this work is to create a vehicle by which the geologist can start to contribute

“information" to this prior. Here, information refers to 1) knowledge in terms of interpre-

tation of site-specific data and 2) knowledge regarding the way processes create deposi-

tional systems, say a fluvial system. In multiple-point geostatistics, a training image is

used to quantify spatial variability, and geologists believe it is appropriate to use training

images as representative sets of a system (Scheidt et al., 2016; Renard and Mariethoz,

2014; Mariethoz and Caers, 2014). There are two ways currently allowing us to study the

process of geological deposition: conducting an experiment in a laboratory or simulat-

ing through powerful computer models. Either way will render a set of highly dependent

samples/realizations, and hence such representation carries too much redundancy. Thus,

a general question arises: how to select a representative set that is much smaller than the

larger set but still contain as much information as possible?

Although considerable research has been devoted to developing better and faster MPS

simulation algorithms, rather less attention has been paid to addressing the above ques-

tion. In existing work, the way to select a set of representative images among the larger

set is primarily based on the clustering technique. With the training image selection

methods mentioned in Scheidt et al. (2016), the nature of the variability of the delta can

be statistically reproduced by means of the process model. However, these methods are

not able to assign probabilities to their selections and hence such selection should not be

considered as a prior model. In this thesis, we propose a Bayesian forward simulation ap-

proach by taking advantage of the Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method to

establishing a realistic prior model that is qualified from both geological and statistical

perspectives. In other words, the proposed approach can offer 1) a set of representative

images and 2) a probability model over it.

The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, I briefly introduce Approximation Bayesian

computation (ABC) and multiple-point geostatistics (MPS). In chapter 3, I describe the
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proposed ABC model in detail and how it can be used in a more general context. In the

next chapter, an experimental Delta dataset is introduced and examined under the pro-

posed approach. We also include the results in this chapter. A sensitivity check regarding

the number of training images is shown in chapter 5. The thesis ends with the main con-

clusions of this work.
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2

Statistical and Geological Methods

2.1 Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC)

Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) is a commonly used inference method that

allows us to bypass the specification of an intractable likelihood when dealing with com-

plex model. Its name was first proposed by Beaumont et al. (2002) in which they use

this technique in population genetics problems to approximate the posterior distribu-

tion without explicitly involving likelihood calculations. But, the fundamental and es-

sential idea of ABC can be traced back to a 1984 paper by Rubin et al.. In that paper,

he stated:“Bayesian statistics and Monte Carlo methods are ideally suited to the task of

passing many models over one dataset" which is viewed as a source of inspiration for the

ABC approach (Marin et al., 2012). Independently of Rubin’s work, Tavaré et al. (1997)

proposed a rejection algorithm to estimate the likelihood of coalescence time given the

number of segregating sites. This rejection scheme was considered as the first ABC algo-

rithm including ideas which comprise contemporary ABC (Olson, 2016) and was treated

as a special case of an acceptance-rejection scheme (Robert, 2004; Marin et al., 2012).

The generalized rejection algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Generalized rejection algorithm
Input : Observed data Yobs,Model P ,prior distribution πpθq
Output: N samples from the posterior πpθ|Yobsq

1 V Ð tu;
2 for iÐ 1 to N do
3 repeat
4 generate θ1 „ πpθq;
5 drawn y from P with θ1 as parameter ;
6 until y “ yobs;
7 append θ1 to V ;

8 return V

Here, θ refers to the unknown variable and model P can be treated as likelihood. How-

ever, this algorithm has very limited potential to be applicable to the problem of collect-

ing samples from the posterior distribution since a simulated data is very unlikely to be

exactly same as the observed data, corresponding to a very low acceptance rate. This is

particularly the case for continuous outcomes since ppy “ yobsq « 0, implying this algo-

rithm is practically infeasible (Marin et al., 2012). In order to fix this problem, there is a

modified algorithm that is laid out in algorithm 2, and most of this work is built on top of

it. Rather than accepting the simulated data in terms of the exact equality, the simulated

data can be accepted as long as it is close enough to the observed data. Mathematically,

we can introduce a closeness metric, dp¨, ¨q, and a user defined tolerance, ε. Simulated

data, y, can be accepted when dpy, yobsq ď ε. The choice for ε depends on the specific ap-

plication context. It is worth noting that even though a large value of ε results in a higher

acceptance rate, it will cause low accuracy of the simulated posterior distribution to the

true posterior distribution. Theoretically, a simulated data is sampled from the true poste-

rior distribution when ε “ 0. When ε is approaching to8, simulated data comes from the

prior.

ABC has appeared in the literature now for over a decade and been well developed in the

last couple years. There are numerous different algorithms and modified versions in the
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Algorithm 2: Generalized rejection algorithm
Input : Observed data Yobs,Model P ,prior distribution πpθq, tolerance ε
Output: N samples from the posterior πpθ|Yobsq

1 V Ð tu;
2 for iÐ 1 to N do
3 repeat
4 generate θ1 „ πpθq;
5 drawn y from P with θ1 as parameter ;
6 until dpy, yobsq ď ε;
7 append θ1 to V ;

8 return V

ABC literature, which makes it have broader application potential.

2.2 Multiple-point geostatistics (MPS)

Multiple-point geostatistics (abbr. MPS) was invented by Andre Journel in 1993 and he

has also nurtured its development since then (Renard and Mariethoz, 2014). It aims to

reproduce and learn the physical patterns of given training images (abbr. TIs) that are

physical realities and used to quantify spatial variation (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014). On

the basis of this “learning", it will then be able to create some stochastic realizations that

incorporate essential patterns and some trends of the study problem (Scheidt et al., 2016).

In terms of investigating trends, we essentially return to the forecasting problems. To

address this, most engineers are naturally inclined to prioritize the physical sciences.

They concentrate their efforts on the understanding of theoretical ideas by focusing on

complex partial differential equations without emphasizing the measurement of uncer-

tainty. Geological science is a high-risk field due to the inherent degree of uncertainty

that is present, making its measurement vital. On the other hand, statistical modeling ap-

proaches can effectively address questions of uncertainty but they take physical realism

into consideration less easily. “MPS was primordially born out of a need to address the

insure of lack of physical realism as well as the lack of control in the simulated fields in
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traditional modeling" (Mariethoz and Caers, 2014). In general, MPS uses non-parametric

statistics and treats TIs as the vehicle to model complex patterns. “Multiple" creates a

contrast with traditional two point statistics, that is, covariance or variograms to mimic

physical reality (Renard and Mariethoz, 2014).

Numerous MPS simulation algorithms exist or under development. The simulator used in

this thesis is called IQSIM, a process-based algorithm, which is the current state-of-the-

art simulation algorithm in terms of computation time. It takes advantage of a new image

quilting technique that bypasses ad-hoc weighting of auxiliary variables by introducing a

new probabilistic data aggregation method (Hoffimann et al., 2017).
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3

Methodology

3.1 Proposed ABC model

Let X̃ denote for a set of training image that contains xi, i “ 1, ..., r, where hyper-

parameter r stands for the number of training images in each set. The optimal choice

for r can be tuned through the experiments. In order to select these X̃’s, some prior in-

formation will be needed. A discrete uniform distribution will be imposed on them. Let

πpX̃q denote the uniform prior on these X̃’s. Denote a dynamic sequence of the observed

data as Ỹobs “ yj,obs, j “ 1, 2, ..., n. In this work, we assume that the true data geometry

mechanism is specified by an approximate process model as follows:

fpỸobs|X̃qπpX̃q

where X̃ can be drawn from πpX̃q, and Ỹobs can be sampled from fpỸobs|X̃q, a “black

box", using the IQSIM algorithm.

From the Bayesian perspective, the goal is to get the posterior πpX̃|Ỹobsq. Since the “like-

lihood" under this setting is a “black box", we can get the posterior by using the ABC

method to collect N posterior observations. Whenever the prior put mass 1
r

on each xi,

the posterior will put mass pi on xi, where pi is the proportion of the N posterior obser-
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vations that gave the value xi.

pi9
N
ÿ

s“1

Ixs“xi

The ABC framework is formulated as follows. We draw x˚’s from πpX̃q, and y˚’s will

then be drawn from fpỸobs|x
˚q using IQSIM. If the distance between y˚ and yobs is less

than ε, then we accept x˚ as a draw from πpX̃|Ỹobsq. Here the distance between y˚ and

yobs needs to be defined. Let mpyobsq be the n ˆ n matrix of MHD 1 for yobs. Similarly,

let mpy˚q be n ˆ n matrix of MHD for y˚. Then, the distance from yobs and y˚ can be

obtained as:

dpmpyobsq,mpy
˚
qq

the distance between the two matrices. An empirical QQ-plot is employed to compare

two matrices. dpmpyobsq,mpy˚qq is defined to be the sum absolute distance away from all

of the points on the QQ-plot to quantify the distance.2 To select ε, which corresponds to

an acceptance rate, the distribution of distances under the model is needed. So, we need

to draw many x’s from πpX̃q, then a ỹ given each x and create mpỹq. If a histogram of

the distance dpmpỹq,mpỹ1qq for each pair of ỹ and ỹ1 is created, then a specific quantile

of the histogram of distance can be found and this corresponding value of distance can be

used as ε.

3.2 Generalized framework

For a given dynamic sequence of images, it can be split time sequentially into r groups.

Each group has approximately equal number of images. If we could find one training

image in each group that can represent the corresponding group very well, then given

1 Modified Hausdoff Distance, abbreviated throughout this work as MHD. It is a geometric measure to
evaluate the closeness between spatial objects (Scheidt et al., 2016).

2The distance criterion is intended to be this variability matching criterion since that is the objective
for the realistic prior specification. It can be changed to other measurements depending on a specific appli-
cation context.
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Algorithm 3: Proposed ABC Model

Input : Observed data Ỹobs, quantile Q, prior distribution πpXq
Output: An array V of N samples from the posterior πpX|Ỹobsq

1 RÐ tu;T Ð tu;
2 for iÐ 1 to N do
3 generate X „ πpXq;
4 drawn y˚ from fpỸobs|Xq using IQSIM;
5 append X to T ;
6 append mpy˚q to R;

7 D Ð tu;V Ð tu;
8 for j Ð 1 to N ´ 1 do
9 for k Ðj+1 to N do

10 l Ð dpRrjs, Rrksq;
11 append l to D;

12 Create a histogram for all elements in D;
13 εÐ the distance at position Q of the histogram;
14 for iÐ 1 to N do
15 if dpRris,mpỹobsqq ď ε then append T ris to V ;

16 return V

these r training images, a set of representative images, MPS will be able to reproduce

well the variability of the original dataset. Since the ultimate goal of this work is to pro-

vide a probability model on a set of representative images, if there are too many com-

binations of training images across different groups, the posterior distribution will end

up being very flat. Therefore, we divide our time between exploring training images in

each group that we think might be good with exploiting training images that we know are

good. Specifically, in the exploring stage, we implement the proposed ABC framework

with p samples. Each sample contains r training images that are randomly selected in

each group. We can then obtain a histogram over the training images in each group based

on the accepted samples.

In each group, the two training images with the highest counts will be selected. Now, a

revised (informative) prior which is uniform on 2r sets of r groups can be considered.
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We make draws from this new prior and again run the proposed ABC framework to col-

lect samples. With only 2r possible values, we can get a posterior that differs from the

prior and provide a probability model on sets of representative images.

Algorithm 4: Generalized Framework

Input : Observed data Ỹobs, proposed ABC modelM, quantile Q, group
number r

Output: A probability model on a set of representative images

1 get πpXq after dividing Ỹobs into r groups ;
2 P Ð runM based on the πpXq ;
3 Create a histogram for all samples of P in terms of group;
4 π1pXq Ð pick the two training images with the highest counts from each group

;
5 P 1 Ð runM based on the π1pXq ;
6 return probabilities for sets of training images in P 1

11



4

Example and Results

4.1 The Experimental Delta Dataset

The data set used in this work came from the Fan-delta experiment that was performed in

Tulane University Delta Basin with 4.2m long, 2.8m wide and 0.65m deep dimensional-

ity. The experimental basin is used to describe autogenic organization and build physical

stratigraphy of a delta experiencing constant external boundary conditions that include

water supply, sediment discharge and subsidence rates. Since basin sedimentation is con-

trolled by both internal dynamics of depositional systems and external boundary condi-

tions (Wang et al., 2011), if boundary conditions are held constant, the intrinsic variabil-

ity is therefore the only reason to affect the observed variability in deposition (Scheidt

et al., 2016).

In addition, the topographic evolution for this experiment was recorded by time-lapse

photos, 1 image every 1 minute. The total run hours were 100 hours, but in this work all

analyses were based on 136 binary (wet-dry) images that represent two hours, during

hour 80-82, of experimental run time. Fig. 4.1 shows some examples of the experiment.
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FIGURE 4.1: Example images from the Fan-delta experiment. Top: original experimental
photograph; Bottom: binary representation of the images

4.2 Results

The whole dataset (136 binary snapshots) was evenly divided into 6 groups in time-

sequential. Therefore, each group had approximate 23 images. In the exploring stage,

we implemented the proposed ABC model with 15,000 samples (p). Each sample in-

cluded 6 training images that were randomly selected from each group (πpX̃q). ε was set

to be the distance that was corresponding to the 0.2 quantile of the histogram of pairwise

distances. It turned out totally 478 samples were accepted, and the histogram over the 23

training images in each group was then obtained based on these accepted samples. The

histograms are presented in Fig. 4.2.

The two training images with highest counts were selected in each group, which are

shown in Fig. 4.3. Then, a revised (or informative) prior which is uniform on 26 sets of

six groups was considered. In this exploiting stage, we carried out the proposed ABC

model with 30,000 samples and followed the generalized framework in order to obtain a

posterior distribution, πpX̃|Ỹobsq. It is shown in Table 4.1.
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FIGURE 4.2: Histograms over all possible choices for 6 bins

FIGURE 4.3: Selected TI based on the proposed ABC model for each group (column
wise)
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Table 4.1: Probabilities for all possible sets of representative images

Only 28 (out of 26 “ 64 possible) scenarios appeared in the posteriors (Table 4.1). In

addition, we can get posterior predictive distribution, fpỹ|yobsq indirectly using a Monte

Carlo procedure: sample x from πpX̃|yobsq and then draw ỹ from fpỸ |Xq. However, we

focus on the question of whether the proposed framework can yield a proper selection of

training images. Hopefully, MPS can effectively reproduce the variability of the observed

data based on a high posterior set of training images. We calculated the MHD distances

for both 136 images from the experiment and 136 generated MPS realizations given the

high posterior sets of training images. Two empirical QQ-plots of them are presented in

Fig. 4.4.

Suppose, instead, we use the TIs with zero posterior probability but still in this revised

prior space. Then, the QQ-plots of MHD distances deviate from the diagonal red-dashed
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FIGURE 4.4: QQ-plot of the MHD distances of the observed data vs. MHD distances of
the MPS realizations given the high posterior sets of TIs using IQSIM.

FIGURE 4.5: QQ-plot of the MHD distances of the observed data vs. MHD distances of
the MPS realizations given the low posterior sets of TIs using IQSIM.

line far away. See Fig. 4.5. This suggests the MPS fails to reproduce the variability of

the observed data given a low posterior set of training images. In other words, we ex-

pect that the distribution πpdpmpŷq,mpyobsqq|X̂q has a much smaller mean and is more

informative than the distribution πpdpmpŷq,mpyobsqq|Xnullq by comparing their means

and variances, where X̂ refers to the posterior mode, mpyq is the 136 ˆ 136 MHD ma-

trix associated with a given y, and Xnull is a set of TIs with zero posterior probability. As

shown in Fig. 4.6, this expectation is satisfied. It implies that the proposed ABC model is

able to select a good set of TIs, and MPS can reproduce the variability of observed data

based on this selection.
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FIGURE 4.6: Comparing two distributions that are conditional on the highest posterior
set of TIs and the set of TIs with zero posterior probability, respectively.

As a more general perspective, using a simulation framework, we want to know whether

the observed data are plausible under a proposed model by comparing it with the samples

that are generated from the model. In particular, we could find other statistics of interest

for the data. Then, we could see whether or not a particular statistic calculated from the

observations is in the tail of the distribution of this statistic under the model by compar-

ing the value of this statistic with the values from each of the samples from the model.

Here, for illustration, we choose the median distance of MHD matrix as the statistic of

interest. By doing this Monte Carlo test, shown in Fig. 4.7, it turns out MPS does surpris-

ingly well in representing the observed data on the basis of the highest posterior set of

TIs that was selected by the proposed ABC model.
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FIGURE 4.7: Monte Carlo test with median distance of MHD matrix as the statistic of
interest. Red verticle line is the median distance for the flume data.
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5

Sensitivities

As mentioned in the previous section, the true geometry mechanism is assumed to be

approximately given by fpŶobs|X̃qπpX̃q. Therefore, the question arises: whether or not

the number of TIs exerts an influence on the variability of the MPS realizations? To ad-

dress this, we followed the generalized framework with r “ 8 and obtained the posterior

distribution under this new setting. Again, we chose the posterior mode, X̂8, and then

got the distribution, πpdpmpŷq,mpyobsqq|X̂8q. We compared this one with the distribu-

tion, πpdpmpŷq,mpyobsqq|X̂6q in terms of their means and variances, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

MPS with 8 proper TIs performs better: realizations are closer to the observed data as

measured by MHD but have a larger variance.

It is worth pointing out even though a larger number of TIs reults in a more accurate rep-

resentation, it will make the realistic prior model be more complex. It is important for

the model to be “simple" in order to generalize from the observations. Essentially, we are

backing to the problem of a trade-off between bias and variance.
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FIGURE 5.1: Sensitivitity check in terms of the number of TIs
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6

Conclusion and Discussion

The proposed ABC model succeeds in selecting an appropriate representative images

and providing a distribution model over it. The posterior distribution of this work will

then be treated as the geological realistic prior model. We assess posterior distributions,

πpX̃|yobsq, on the training images as well as predictive posterior distribution, fpỹ|yobsq,

on the realizations, which allows a better understanding of generated geological realistic

prior uncertainty. We believe that the proposed approach has a broader spectrum of appli-

cation where a set of representative images is required from a larger list of objects with

non-random variation in shape.

In addition, we use the ordered set of distances (QQ-plots) as the way of summarizing

the pair-wise distance matrix, which may seem inappropriate from a statistical perspec-

tive since the observed images are viewed as a sequence over time. In other words, under

the current setting, the temporal dependence in distance can not be considered. This is

because the sampling procedure with image quilting that is used in IQSIM is blind to

time: realizations generated from the simulation algorithm based on a single TI are ex-

changeable. Once we have a time-dependent process based model in the future, a natural

improvement of this is to compute temporal dependence measures for both observed data
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and generated samples in order to make comparison.

All in all, a uniform prior is converted to an informative realistic prior which results from

creating an ABC posterior. Essentially, this proposed ABC approach is a stochastic sim-

ulation method since model testing is verified via simulation to assess the plausibility

of the observed data under the implemented model (Chen and Chen, 2017; Vasishth and

Broe, 2010). In the forward simulation literature, most simulation algorithms look pri-

marily for a single “good" set of inputs that meets a defined distance criterion over the

input space. The approach that we proposed in this work puts a prior on a suitable sub-

set of input space and converts it to a posterior providing a distribution over inputs. From

this perspective, when applicable, it can be viewed as an alternative to more common

stochastic search algorithms and can applied to the full range of forward simulation ap-

plications.
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